Introduction

Chances are you are reading this sentence thinking, “OK, this book might be
interesting in an obscure, geeky kind of way. But why should I care about the history of recycling in Beijing, when I don’t really know that much about the history
of recycling anywhere?” If you had asked that question in 2017, this paragraph
would have answered: “Because odds are that the plastic yogurt container you
just threw into your recycling bin at home is going to end up in China, probably
in a village where processing it will contribute to some peasant family’s livelihood
while simultaneously polluting their village water and soil. This book will help
explain to you how and why that happens.” But if you are reading this sentence
now (around 2020 or so), and I have to assume you are, then the answer is because
this author currently has no idea where your plastic containers or used cardboard
boxes are going. They very possibly are not being recycled at all but rather are
heading to a landfill or incinerator in your area. And China is the reason the fate
of your recycling is now so precarious. China, the uncontested world capital for
almost every form of recyclable waste (plastic, paper, copper, aluminum, etc.) for
the last twenty years, abruptly closed its ports to “foreign trash” in 2018, and today
urban waste managers throughout the world are still scrambling to figure out
what to do with your yogurt container. And it is my hope that by relocating your
yogurt container’s fate in the context of Chinese urban history, you will come to
regard both in a different light.
This is a book about wastes—mainly, but not exclusively, postconsumer wastes—
and their reuses as mapped out across a city over a century of change. It is motivated
by the urge to highlight the contributions of neglected populations (waste workers,
recyclers, scavengers) to the material processes that make urban life possible. Over
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the century under study here, Beijing underwent an urban metabolic sea change,
from being a city of declining prestige where every conceivable material resource was
reused, repurposed, or repaired and little was discarded—indeed where very little
was even thought of as “garbage” or “waste”—to becoming a megalopolis so overwhelmed by practices of disposability that it is perceived, based on some pretty compelling evidence, as 垃圾围城 (laji weicheng)—a city besieged by garbage (see Map 1).
As niche as a history of recycling in a single city might seem, this is not simply
a “micro” history focused on a handful of people. A hundred years ago, reuse and
recycling work (antique hunters, wastepaper pickers, night soil collectors, used
clothes dealers, etc.) combined into arguably the most pervasive economic sector
in Beijing, employing far more workers than either the government or industrial
factories. A century later, recycling remained a huge area of employment, with
an estimated 150,000–300,000 recyclers in Beijing, while nationally the recycling
sector employed 3.3–5.6 million, not including a million or two more working
in processing.1 Traversing this century of political and economic revolutions, the
dogged persistence of recyclers in finding value and a means of survival through
what others rejected speaks to their creativity and hard work, while at the same
time their cagey relationship with municipal authorities raises a host of political,
ethical, and in recent years, environmental policy dilemmas.
This study attempts to map the circulation of postconsumer materials, following how they have been discarded or sold, transported or dumped, and then
disposed of or processed. Building from this material history and geography,
other variables shaping these circulations arise: What kinds of materials are being
consumed, by whom, and for what purpose? Who performs the labor of collecting, sorting, sanitizing, disposing of, and reprocessing these wastes, used goods,
and scrap, and what are the political-economic relationships between consumers,
waste workers, and the state that does or does not intervene in their interactions?
How do these processes affect the environments in which they occur, helping
constitute the dichotomous and shifting status of urban and rural? What values,
economic and otherwise, are realized through these processes? How do these processes and values affect, and how are they affected by, a larger context of national
and international resource and financial flows?
Over the last century waste recovery and secondhand goods markets have been
integral to Beijing’s economic functioning and cultural identity, and acts of recycling have figured prominently in the ideological imagination of what constitutes
modernity and modern citizenship, as well as the lack thereof. On the one hand,
the Chinese state has repeatedly promoted voluntary recycling as an expression
of exemplary citizenship—from the patriotic scrap drives to help China “surpass
Britain and overtake America” in steel production during the Great Leap Forward (GLF; 1958–60), to the residential recycling campaigns that helped Beijing
secure its bid to host a “green” Olympics in 2008. On the other hand, informal
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recyclers—from the destitute junk traders of the Republican era (1912–49) hustling cast-offs and counterfeits on the street, to the migrant recyclers salvaging
bottles, cans, and cardboard in Beijing’s neighborhoods today—have been pinned
as intractably unmodern, undisciplined, unsanitary. One famous figure, night soil
collector turned model labor hero Shi Chuanxiang (1915–75), arguably China’s
most famous recycler of the twentieth century (night soil was recycled into fertilizer by composting), managed in his lifetime to embody both extremes on this
citizenship spectrum. He went from being the denigrated lackey of a night soil
“lord” during the Republican era, to being a lionized model of socialist sanitation in the late 1950s, to being vilified as a traitor during the Cultural Revolution
(CR; 1966–76). Shi Chuanxiang’s main rival for the title of most famous Chinese
recycler would probably be Zhang Yin, the CEO of Nine Dragons Paper company,
who in 2006 was the first woman to top the list of the richest people in China.
The city of Beijing today is a towering megacity that marries high-rise architecture with urban sprawl to accommodate over twenty-one million residents. Aside
from the palace complex of the Forbidden City in the eye of this construction
hurricane, little remains of the city’s trademark alleys (hutong) or city walls of a
century ago. Yet throughout the last century of economic and political revolutions, the recycling and scrap trades present a consistent reality: the vast majority
of recycling workers toiled at the bottom of the urban socioeconomic hierarchy,
even in the most radical moments of the Mao Zedong era. It might seem axio
matic that waste work should be low valued or even denigrated; the materials
scrappers handle are, after all, generally lower in value than “goods” or “new”
raw materials. Yet the waste and scrap trades also provide services (removing
unwanted matter) as well as yield products (secondhand goods, manufacturing
inputs), so rating their relative economic valuation as low is not necessarily logical
or inevitable. Yet their undervaluing persists. For instance, as discussed in chapter
1, when the Beiping city government under the Nationalists attempted to take
over the night soil/fertilizer industry, it offered only 50 yuan per “shit route” even
though the average market value for a collection route averaged six times that
sum. Later, when the Chinese Communist Party (CCP; the Party) rose to power
through a revolution that proclaimed the ideal of liberating and bringing dignity
to the exploited peasant and laboring classes, it promulgated policies, discourses,
and political spectacles intended to manifest appreciation of waste/scrap workers. Yet throughout the Mao period the labor associated with scrap and waste
remained undervalued and, if not despised, certainly unembraced, as scrap and
waste work units found it nearly impossible to recruit employees. Predictably,
the Maoist government’s response to finding few young workers willing to enter
the waste sector was to blame the denigration of the trades on “backward” thinking from the “old feudal society,” but as we will see, the persistent undervaluing
of waste-and scrap-related labor was embedded in the structures of the planned
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economy. Entering the twenty-first century, as China plunged into reform era
prosperity and postconsumer recycling became a booming, multi-billion-dollar
business, state media representations of urban migrant scrap collectors typically
painted them as uneducated and unethical polluters who disrupted urban order
and appearance, and most city policies directed at the sector now aim to prohibit
or eliminate them. This is true despite obvious evidence that for the last thirty
years informal recyclers have made great contributions to China’s cities, diverting
15–30 percent of China’s municipal solid wastes from landfills and incinerators,
not just keeping the city cleaner but saving city governments millions every year
in waste management expenses.
This book unfolds less as narrative than as exploration. I hope, as the reader
moves through these pages, that what seem like negligible differences in words or
processes—reuse versus recycle, “waste good” (废品 feiwu) versus “waste material” (废旧物资 feijiu wuzi)—unfold to reveal layers of significance connected
with larger social processes, economic systems, or “waste regimes.”2 Attending to
wastes can reveal how the micro and macro economies and ecologies of daily life
intertwine, hopefully nudging readers to notice the myriad ways in which our own
small acts of disposal (leaving that old calculator in a drawer for ten years; tossing
the apple core in the green bin; saving the newspaper for a papier-mâché project;
posting an old bike on Craig’s List) relate to the larger systems we inhabit. Like
others working in the emerging field of discard studies, I believe that understanding our waste practices in these larger contexts is essential if we are to address the
environmental crisis we are currently facing.
T H E O R I E S O F WA S T E

One might well ask, “Why bandy about theories of waste? Why not just collect
the data and analyze them?” Statistics can surely be important in analyzing the
political economy of wastes. For instance, Josh Lepawsky shows that just a single
North American facility smelting copper for electronics manufacturing generates
902,792 tons of waste acid each year, 1.8 times the total weight of all electronic
wastes (e-waste) exported from the United States annually (estimated at 489,840
tons). Those statistics are crucial for Lepawsky to make a reality-based argument
that in the electronics sector the biggest problem environmentally clearly lies in
manufacturing, not disposal.3
But statistics also have their limits, particularly when it comes to waste. In part
this is because data on waste are so scarce. Historical statistics on waste trades
are thin, accounts are largely anecdotal, and waste workers in most societies have
little voice and leave few records of their lives. Contemporary wastes generate
more data, but huge swaths are statistical blanks. In Secondhand: Travels in the
New Global Garage Sale, Adam Minter shows that the contemporary trade in
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secondhand goods—books, furniture, child car seats, appliances, clothing, and
cell phones—is a huge global business, but it is conducted in cash and barter,
almost always off book and outside the domain of gross domestic product (GDP)
measurement.4 Data on what is easily the biggest and most polluting realm of contemporary waste, industrial waste, are politically sensitive, and most corporations
as a rule guard waste data from public scrutiny unless legally required to divulge
the information.
But lack of data is not the only obstacle; just as important is that data and measurements do not necessarily bring clarity to waste problems. As Brian Wynne
argues in his groundbreaking analysis of hazardous waste policy, chasing after
scientific precision can prove detrimental or distracting because wastes are exceptionally heterogeneous and indeterminate. By indeterminate Wynne means that
even if we know what is in a physical aggregation of wastes, we typically know very
little about how these substances degrade, react with each other, or affect living
things; we use thousands of chemicals in manufacturing but have only researched
the environmental and health effects of a fraction of them.5 And even when we
have information, it is often not convertible or comparable across contexts. Incinerators emit cancerous dioxin, while landfills leak climate-warming methane; how
can we compare and choose between them? While there are many references to
statistics in the pages ahead, one argument that emerges from this history is that
efforts to “know” wastes (discern what they are, categorize, and measure them)
are fraught processes that themselves are often central to the puzzle of waste’s
political-economic construction. Hence the need for a little theory.
I begin, as so many have, with anthropologist Mary Douglas’s cogent insight that
dirt “is matter out of place. . . . [It is] the by-product of a systematic ordering and
classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements.”6 In defining dirt as “matter out of place,” Douglas asserts that dirt indicates
the existence of a system or taxonomy from which it is ejected. Accordingly, what
we categorize as dirt/waste will vary over time, culture, and political-economic system. These changes are quite evident in this history; we will frequently find particular kinds of “matter” moving in and out of the “waste” pile (human feces, for
instance, will change from valued fertilizer to worthless refuse). Douglas’s crucial
point is that what we consider to be dirt/waste are objects that disturb the categories, systems, and spatial schematics by which we organize our societies and economies. Her fundamentally spatial framing is also apropos: waste is rarely where we
want it to be. Controlling the placement of wastes is thus a central element of how
we handle and define them. Think of all the tools we use in the effort to gather
wastes and move them elsewhere—dustpans, baskets, diapers, carts, sealed trucks,
pipes—all means to take the waste “away.” But of course there is no “away,” no
“permanent sink” where wastes disappear or are quarantined from our biosphere.
In reality, we invariably shift wastes (when they do not evade us) into marginal or
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liminal spaces, siting landfills, incinerators, and toxic waste dumps at the outer
edges of cities or in impoverished and racially marginalized communities.
Waste’s liminality is not just apparent spatially but also conceptually. Recycling in particular is distinctly liminal in relation to value, straddling the threshold
between negative and positive valuations at once. We may agree with Zsuzsa Gille
and K. A.Gourlay in defining waste as “material we failed to use,” but the past
tense of that phrase is an important proviso, particularly when it comes to recycling and scrap picking, in which one person’s trash becomes another one’s treasure.7 Risa Whitson, in her work on urban scavenging in Buenos Aires, finds—not
surprisingly—that whether one values waste or not often correlates to one’s class
position; “Defining and categorizing material as waste not only creates waste, but
functions to constitute social identities, places, and boundaries as well. . . . [T]he
fact that material may simultaneously be both valueless and valuable is an expression of social inequality.”8 Josh Lepawsky and Kate Parizeau nicely condense several dimensions of waste’s liminality:
The uncertain nature of waste is apparent in the multiple positions it holds in the
urban sphere in any given moment: it is a negative good whose removal costs money,
and whose absence is economically valued; it is a potential economic resource, and
thereby subject to contestable property rights; and it is a source of symbolic meaning (as an indicator of anti-social behaviour, as a material linkage between citizen
and service provider, etc.). In this way, it can be said that waste has liminal status
in society: it is both valued and worthless, legitimate yet unrecognized, absent and
present.9

I add that recycling/reuse practices articulate waste’s liminality and disrupt many
of our organizing categories in particular ways:
•

•

•

Production/consumption: Recycling stands assumptions about production and
consumption on their head. By taking the waste produced by consumption
and turning it into an input for production, recycling reverses the assumed
relationship between these processes, demonstrating that in fact consumption is also a form of production. Our economic models generally are linear
ones, moving from production through distribution and consumption and
supposedly ending in disposal, but recycling shows this assumed linearity is
often far from a sufficient description of our economic processes.
Public and private property: Wastes consistently blur or complicate laws, customs, and spaces of ownership. Who has the rights and responsibilities over
wastes is a highly contested issue, particularly in municipal administration.
Knowledge and risk: Waste is destabilizing in that it is often illegible. Part of
what makes objects “wastes” as opposed to “goods” is that they are deemed
of little worth, which from a regulatory standpoint means not worth a large
outlay of resources and expenses. Compare the logistics of getting groceries
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into your home (each good you purchase has been packaged, priced, taxed,
and often, in this era of online purchasing, has had its path of production and
distribution followed in great detail) with those dedicated to picking up your
trash. Thus, in many respects our knowledge of wastes is fuzzy and limited,
introducing a number of risk factors, both environmentally (toxics in the
trash) and economically. It is not an accident that the waste trades are often
sites for shady dealing; the opacity of waste lends itself to such possibilities.
Hence the waste/recycling trades evince a persistent tension not just with
regulatory systems, but also with market idealizations based on transparency
of information flows.
Finally, wastes are simultaneously socioeconomic and discursive constructs and
physical substances, and both discursive and material processes shape and constrain how any particular waste functions in a given time and place.
The question, then, is within this field of tensions and possibilities, how do
various forces of agency—political (government regulations), economic (cost-
benefit analysis), social (identities vis-à-vis labor), and material (physical qualities of the waste/scrap itself)—shape the meanings and dispositions of wastes and
recycling? How do these forces determine on what side of various liminal divides
specific wastes will fall at specific times and places in history? If that all sounds too
abstract, the questions can be put more concretely: Should a used TV be deemed
an internationally tradeable good or a prohibited hazardous waste, and what historical and geopolitical forces will decide how this question is answered, thereby
shaping who wins or loses in managing used TVs? Is a bottle picked out of a
curbside recycling bin by a waste picker hers to trade for a refund, or property she
stole from the state? Zsuzsa Gille offers the term “waste regimes” as an analytical
lattice to characterize how sets of social, political, representational, and economic
conditions interact to shape these processes and dispositions in particular times
and places. I, like many others, have borrowed Gille’s term and refer to the idea
of waste regime, though often with less analytical precision than the term might
properly command.10
There are many differences between the histories of recycling and reuse in
China and the United States, but comparisons are still fruitful to explore. One
idea I use comes from Susan Strasser’s Waste and Want, a wonderful history
of postconsumer waste practices in the United States in which she describes an
ensemble of practices she calls “the stewardship of objects.”11 Imagine it is 1890
and a Pennsylvanian family’s scorched tin kettle is leaking. A tin peddler comes
by on his horse-drawn cart and, in return for a sack of duck feathers given him
by the matron of the house, patches the kettle with scrap from a crushed tin cup
he got in trade down the road. The crushed tin cup’s fate is constrained by the
socioeconomic systems (handicraft labor, resource scarcity), cultural practices
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(an ethic of thrift), and the material potentials of tin. Strasser dubs these practices of repair, reuse, preservation, and frugality “stewardship of objects.” Into
the twentieth century, and especially after World War II in the United States,
such practices of stewardship gradually declined. As industrial production
pumps out unprecedented quantities of consumer goods, discarding potentially
useable goods or materials from the home went from being frowned upon as
profligate to being encouraged as properly hygienic, modern, fashionable, and
economically rational—indeed, economically stimulating. Repairing a broken
tin kettle or cup was hardly even possible, let alone economically sensible by
the 1970s, so such kettles were tossed into the trash bin, to be landfilled or perhaps “recycled,” meaning melted down into commodity tin for some industrial
process. The form and function of the tin kettle may have changed little over a
century, but the infrastructures of its production, collection, repair, and disposal
became radically different.
By the middle of the twentieth century the United States was becoming dominated by consumer practices of disposability. Strasser sketches these developments
too, but analysis of these practices goes back before her work, with some of the most
influential earlier critiques credited to Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers of 1960.12
Packard argued that the flood of trash in the twentieth-century United States (what
Joshua Reno would refer to as “mass waste”) did not just spontaneously emerge
because consumers felt like throwing out more stuff.13 Habits of increased disposal
did not just appear; they needed to be taught. The consumption practices that
generate mass waste are the creation of capitalist industries working to maximize
profit through techniques of design and marketing that compel increased disposal
and accelerated consumption. What Packard called “planned obsolescence”—the
designing of consumer goods to break, become outmoded, or become undesirable
in a short period of time—is just one set of techniques obliging a shift to disposability by consumers. Other methods include creating fashion cycles, changing technologies to make older goods incompatible with newer products, and of course all
kinds of advertising to drive consumer demand and hence the production of waste.
Once infrastructures for handling mass wastes become naturalized parts of urban
life and disposal a habit, industry then designs products premised on the assumption of disposal, inventing an array of products for convenient wasting: water bottles, disposable shavers, single-use products, and so forth.
The historical path sketched in the preceding paragraphs—shifting from an
economy built around the stewardship of objects to one based on disposability—
has, for better or worse, become what is generally referred to as “development.”
J. B. R. Whitney provides a similar overview of this trajectory, but rather than
focusing on the social habits of material consumption, he sketches this historical
process in terms of urban metabolism by describing the changing disposition of
wastes, or as he calls them, “unused outputs” (UOs):

